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Introduction to the short story workshop

Some of you will love this class.

This class will seem like a class you always wanted and never got.  This class can offer you freedom and challenge you.  You will seldom think of words like boredom and routine.  You will think in terms of adventure, excitement, maybe even revelation.  You may bring up powers within you you hardly knew existed...  If you are a born writer.

Others among you will find this class the most demanding, perplexing, and frustrating experience you've ever gotten yourself into...  If you are not a born writer.  Anyway, hang in there.  Stick with it.  If someday you go into real estate, you will remember this class in writing better newspaper ad, if you go into insurance work you will write a clearer semiannual report, if you go into sports you may appear on the San Francisco Chronicle's "Green Sheet".  If you become a politician you may write a clear and understandable speech and be elected President!  No matter what you do, the ability to organize your thoughts and present them in an interesting way will help you.

Your teacher has a long memory.  Your teacher remembers all too well what it is like to be your age, to be constantly under contradictory pressures from parents, teachers, and friends.  Your teacher remembers the special exasperation some of you may feel when you notice, quite correctly, that many of the adults you know are more mature than you are.  So because teachers have long memories, you'll be treated much like peers and fellow seekers.  And remember, no one ever talks down to a peer or fellow seeker.  

Some of you will like this approach, others will not.  Those of you who expect your teacher to have all the answers will be quite upset when, at times, you ask a question and have to take " I don't know" for an answer.  No teacher knows any final and absolute truths about writing.  Teachers, like you, are still students, and are still learning.

What your teacher does know is that not every assignment will inspire all of you, though these assignments are the result of four years of evolution.  In this class we will have, unless otherwise stated, a policy called " alternate assignment".  IF YOU DO NOT LIKE THE GIVEN ASSIGNMENT, YOU CAN MAKE UP AN ASSIGNMENT FOR YOURSELF, PROVIDED THAT THE RESULTING PAPER IS AT LEAST TWO HANDWRITTEN PAGES OR ONE TYPEWRITTEN PAGE LONG.

Please submit all work on white lined binder paper (25 lines per page), one side only, in blue or black ink (no colors please).  If the paper is typed, please use double spacing, one side only.

In the past, some students have made use of this two-page Alternate Assignment rule to write continued stories, or to write, in parts, stories too long to write all at once.  Some students have used it to surprise teachers with stories far more unusual than any teacher would have dreamed of assigning.  Some have used it to try and fool their teacher, harming, of course, nobody but themselves. 

ALL PAPERS, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, SHOULD BE AT LEATS TWO PAGES LONG IF HANDWRITTEN, OR ONE PAGE LONG IF TYPED, BUT THERE IS NO MAXIMUM LENGTH.

Your teacher knows you have other classes, that you have homework from other teachers, and that you chores and a social life.  But honestly, two pages per assignment is not too much to ask, particularly when you are free to write and just about anything you please.  On some occasions you will be given class time to work on your stories.

Another way in which this class is unlike other classes is that the stories you write or not to be considered simply exercises.  Each and every story will be considered from the point of view of publication in a real magazine or book.  Laugh the if you like, but your teacher seriously hopes that at least one of the students in this class we'll get something into print either this year or in the near future.

From the above you might get the idea your teacher is at absurdly easygoing, but as you will see, this program is not easy going at all.  You will have to stretch yourself to get down on paper the very best you are capable of.  Both you and your teacher will see the full scope of your dreams, the great fire of your imagination, the hidden treasure in your darkest deepest cave, the things that make you laugh and cry in shiver with suspense.  Don't to try to get by with the absolute minimum, avoiding failure by not trying.  An athletic coach may demand that you risk hurting your body, but your teacher asks you to risk hurting your innermost self, to risk putting your innermost self on paper where anyone can criticize it and even laugh at it.  That's asking a lot.  But it's worth it.

Your teacher knows from experience with past classes that some of you will succeed with the brilliance that will amaze you.  All of you will come out of this class writing at least a little better, imagining at least a little more vividly, and at least in little bit aware of another, vaster, imaginative world.  OK, let's write!
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WARM UP

The following two assignments will be warmup exercises.  In the second assignment you will be required to read Jack London's " he Call Of The Wild."   Start reading this wonderful adventure story now.  Your first assignment will deal with a parody.

Assignment A - Parody

Muppets and star trek fans like nothing better than to make fun of the very shows they like the best, shows they may have seen 10 or 12 times.  The more they know and love the original, the better the parody.  To do a good parody, you must understand the underlying pattern of the original, the plot, the mood, but rates and mannerisms of the characters.  The good parody usually shows a more profound understanding than a review or an essay.  A good parody captures many subtle things or essay does not.

Therefore, in this warmup assignment, select an area you are very familiar with.  Two-page minimum, no maximum. (note: in all the prose assignments in this course, the length rule is two-page minimum, no maximum, unless otherwise indicated)

Suggested parody areas:

The morning school announcements
Your parents lecture to you on _________ (you supply the topic)
The fast talking TV salesman selling cars, furniture, or jewelry
A dialog between ET and Mr. Spock
A dialog between any two famous real your fantasy characters
An article or story from your favorite magazine
A TV or movie plot (no comedy TV shows or comedy movies, please)

Suggested reading:  any issue of MAD magazine



Assignment B: Pastiche

Remember the story you wrote last time, making fun of that which you know and love the best?  This time read Jack London's " The Call Of The Wild," one of the most wonderful adventure stories ever written.  Begin a store using one of the five episodes given below.  Make your stories sound as much like Jack London as possible.  This means you must pay attention to the use of words and vocabulary choices.  Pretend you are Jack London.  Review of the following sections of the story and consider one of them as the basis for your story were part of a story:

1.	 The man in the red sweater breaks Buck's spirit.  Copy the passage as closely as possible and substitute one of the following: a horse, a wildcat, a wild boar, or a falcon.

2.	 Describe the death of Dave, a sled dog, but change the setting to the desert.

3.	 Describe the death of Spitz but changed the two animals and have the animals fight to the death.

4.	 Describe Buck's love of John Thornton.  Change both of the animal in owner's name but get across the same idea of love between a man (or woman) and an animal.

5.	 Relate how buck returns to the wild.  Tell how one other wild animal that has been teamed by man returns to the wild.  Copy the language of the final two pages as closely as possible.

You need not finish the story, but if you leave it on finish, write at the point where you leave off "To Be Continued."  You may continue and finished the story as an Alternate Assignment later on.  If there is dialoguing you episode, make sure there is just as much dialogue in your "copy."  Do not, however, exactly copy Jack London, just write a new story which most people might think was the real thing.

Do you think this will ruin your originality?  It won't.  You will find that you actually can not exactly duplicate any other author's style, and that the more you try, the more your own originality will shine through.

Required reading: Jack London's, " The Call Of The Wild'



Assignment #1 

A PROTAGONIST IS BORN

Protagonist means about the same thing as hero or heroine, except that a protagonist does not have to be heroic, just struggling.  Remember the word protagonist because it will be used again and again in this course.  It is the most important word in the storyteller's vocabulary.

Not all stories have a protagonist, but a good ninety-five percent of them do, and if you can create a protagonist that people like, you can go on telling stories about that one charcater forever, as Conan Doyle did with Sherlock Holmes and Edgar Rice Burroughs did with Tarzan.

Today you are going to create a protagonist of your very own.  Copy, if you like, the protagonist used by some other writer (making sure to change the name), or put together a protagonist based on yourself, a friend, or sheer imagination.  A wild and wooly protagonist conjured up from your imagination is usually the best and most exciting kind.

Write a passage (as usual 2 page minimum, no maximum) in which your protagonist gets off some sort of vehicle (he or she has to be riding it -- it can be mechanical or an animal), enters a room, or otherwise makes an appearance.  Tell as much as yuo can about your protagonist.  Give his or her physical appearance, clothing, manner of walking, and reason for being there.  End with a short dialog.  Everyone wants to hear your protagonist speak.  

If you wish you may continue this fragment into a real story, or break it off and write "To be continued."  Later you may want to extend this passage into a story as an Alternate Assignment.

Suggested Reading:   	Tarzan of the Apes, by Edgar Rice Burroughs
			A Study in Scarlet, by Conan Doyle




Assignment #2

HISS THE ANTAGONIST

Today we will look at the bad guy, the mysterious man in the black hat, Darth Vader, the presence in the closet.  The Saturday Morning Cartoons on TV have the same basic structure as any modern best-seller or any ancient classic, but in such an easy and simple form we can readily see how everything works.

Darth Vader is dressed in black, mostly mechanical, and breathes hard.  He's scary.  Luke Skywalker is young, innocent, good looking, all flesh, on the right side, virtuous, a good guy, a perfect protagonist.  But Luke Sywalker by himself wuold, of course, be a bore.  He's just too good to be true.  You need someone else, an ememy, a menace, a black force, for Luke to struggle against.  Enter Darth Vader, a nasty force to overcome, Enter the Antagonist!

An antagonist is a villain or Bad Guy.  Sometimes the antagonist can be, not some other person, but a part of yourself, or even the forces of nature.  Your antagonist is any person, force, thing, or place that is against you.  The overwhelming majoority of stories (though not all stories) are like a boxing match in which the protagonist and antagonist fight it out until one or the other wins.  You cheer the protagonist and boo the antagonist, or at least that's how it's supposed to go.

So let's explore the bad guy, the evil doer, the rotter.  Let's build an antagonist for your protagonist, a worthy opponent, a grand enemy, someone at least as powerful as Darth Vader.  Shouw your antagonst entering a room, meeting someone, or getting out of a vehicle.  If you think you can continue this story, show what happens when your antagonsit tangles with oyur protagonist, otherwise break off what you have and write "To be continued."

Suggested reading:  	Dracula by Bram Stoker (Chapters 2 through 4)
			The Adventure of the Final Problem by Conan Doyle (from The Memiors of Sherlock Holmes)
			The Sea Wolf  by Jack London


Assignment #3

BAD WEATHER

Not all antagonists are people.  One kind if antagonist is a prt of yourself, like fear, envy, hostility, or pride.  Many stoires, as in real life, show that one part of you wants one thing while another part wants someting else.  A second but very powerful kind of antagonist is a force of nature, or, to put it simply, bad weather.

When the weather is too hot, too cold, too wet, too dry, or in any way too nasty, Nature herself becomes your enemy, your antagonist.  Jack London's "To Build a Fire" is the best example you can find of Bad Weather.

This time trying for a complete story if possible, though if you can't finish its the old " to be continued" is still valid.  Shouw someone, perhaps the protagonist you have already invented, struggling against Nature to survive.  If the protagonist of dimes, as in the Jack London story, it should be after a terrible struggle.  Present lots of description.  Make use of all five senses in this story.  Tell how things look, sound, and also how the taste, feel, and smell.  Tell what color things are.  Pay particular attention to the light to quality.  Light, or lack of it, is mostly taken for granted.  Light, another word for vision, makes all the difference for any of your characters, protagonist or antagonst.

Suggested reading:	"To Build a Fire"  from The Best Short Stories of Jack London
			"The Left Hand of Darkness" by Ursula LeGuin
			"A Descent into the Maelstrom" by Edgar Allen Poe from "Great Tales and Poems of Edgar Allen Poe"



Assignment #4

YOU AGAINST YOU

Do you get nervous?  Are there times when you don't know what to do?  Take heed, you're not alone.  If you are a protagonist, your antagonist can be, as we have seen, either a person or a force of nature.  It can also be yourself.  Many great stories have been written around the idea that you are your own worst enemy.

Stories where the conflict takes place within you rather than outside you are quite difficult to write.  In these stories inner conflict regularly appears as an addition to the outer conflict, a kind of mini-conflict where the outer conflict is the Real Thing.

In the Inner Conflict story, one part of the protagonist's personality wants one thing, while another part wants the opposite.  The action of the story revolves around the protagonist's decision, and the internal struggle leading up to it.

Today you write a story about someone making a decision between two opposite urges or attitudes.  You can use a vengeful person who must decide between killing or not killing an enemy.  Should you betray your best friend who has broken a serious law?  What is your choice if it is your family against 50 other innocent people?  Make sure to describe the setting very carefully in this one.  Tell what time of day or night to the action takes place.

Suggested reading:	"Tales from Moomin Valley" by Tove Jansson
			"He That Hath Wings" by Edmond Hamilton from "Best of Edmond Hamilton"
			"The Call of the Wild" by Jack London


Assignment #5

THE PLOT THICKENS

The protagonist is wonderful.  The antagonist is evil.  But who's that third character lurking in the corner ready to spring into the action?  He, she, or is it the Triagonist, the third party.

In many stories two characters don't seem quite enough.  Many stories seem to demand more than two main characters.  The handy the trio of protagonist, antagonist, and triagonist gives us the cast of a vast number of fiction's most useful basic plot structures.  Who can never forgets the "Eternal Triangle" plot a lot where two men fight over one woman, or two women fight over one man?  And of course we have the mystery story, with its murderer, victim, and the detective.  The third character is very useful as a prize to be won by either protagonist or antagonist, as an undecided judge between them, as a troublemaker between them, or as a peacemaker, or a powerful friend of one or the other!

Today write a story, or at least the beginning of a story, containing three major characters.  Describe all three characters.  In the process of describing these three characters magically endow all three with strong personality characteristics.  Set the scene.  Introduced dialog between at least two of the characters.

Suggested reading:	"The Last Dragon in the World" by Tove Jansson from "Tales from Moomin Valley"
			"Big and Little" by Isaac Bashevis Singer from "Short Friday"
			"The Cat" by Georges Simenon


Assignment #6

FOUR'S A CROWD

It's easy to focus on one person.  It's intriguing to try to figure out the action between two characters.  It's harder, but you can still figure out who's doing what with three characters.  But four?  Who can keep track Tove for people at once?  Your story is getting quite complicated when you have four characters.  Are complicated stories with a bunch of characters better than simple stories?  No, quite to the contrary.  In short fiction you lose impact with the addition of each character beyond four.  Emotional power comes from small casts and simple plots.  Let's keep it simple.  Let's keep it emotionally powerful.

Pause here and look back on what you've done so far.  Very likely you have a number of unfinished stories piled up by now, and perhaps a few wonderful or outlandish characters.  The time has come to think, and think again, what conflicting desires do these imaginary people have?  What would happen if they met?  What would they say to each other?  What would they do?

Can use some help combined two or more of your fragments?  Remember the fiction is about people, and all your invented people will be You, some a little, some a lot.  If you are male, you will have to imagine what it would be like to be female in order to write about females.  If you are female you'll have to imagine what it would be like two been able to write about Males.  Through observation and imagination, you can become older or younger, change your race, nationality, religion.  You can live in a far distant time or place.  If anyone ever tells you to write only about what you know, don't listen to them.  Through fiction you can create your own reality.

Let's switch gears for a moment.  Have you ever been to Crockett, the city near the Carquinez Bridge?  It's a place that has high winds, swift currents, fishing boats, steep hills, and a C & H Sugar Refinery.  It's a mysterious place were almost anything might happen.  What if your protagonist and antagonst and your other two characters work to tangle in Crockett?  What if you arrange the strange and exotic trash in your garage or attic so as to facilitate a dinner party for your foursome?  What if you dig a 5 foot hole in your backyard and find a bronze door with four characters just around the first bend in the tunnel?

Remember, describe what it's like to be there, how the scene is lit, what color things are, how things look, sound, taste, feel, and smell.  What is everyone wearing?  Start a dialog.

Suggested reading:	Your own previous works.


Assignment #7

LET'S SIT DOWN AND HAVE A TALK!

In fiction, people talk.  Animals talk.  Even horrible, monstrous beasts talk.  Simple talk is magical.  In your reading, you have noticed all those quotation marks all over the place.  Much fiction averages about 75% dialog, and some riders run as high as 90%.

How about your work?  Does everyone tell everyone everything?  No?  Why not?  To-day right at least two pages of story that is at least 75% dialog, with quotation marks and everything.  Everybody knows how punctuation is gone.  Dont forget that you need a new paragraph every time a different person start speaking.  If you have trouble with dialog form, check with your teacher.

Even better than ordinary chitchat is a full fledged argument!  People yell, scream, shout, whimper, slobber, and whine.  Do your characters?

Suggested reading:	"The Murder of Roger Ackroyd" by Agatha Christie


Assignment #8

THE TALKING ANIMAL

Some great stories have been written for both children and adults about talking animals, animals that act in some ways like animals and in other ways like people.  "Bambi," "Watership Down," "Animal Farm," "Morris, the finicky cat," and "Mighty Mouse" are among the titles that come to mind.  It isn't easy to strike the exact right balance between human and animal and still be convincing, but let's give it a try.

Remember that the animal, or animals, you choose can, in a way, have human characteristics.  A course can be a big, solid, authority symbol, a chicken can be flighty and disoriented when excited, the cat can be slide, slow and self contained.  A hyena can laugh at everything, but never turn your back on him.

On the technical side, use a simple sentence is this time.  Pretend you are writing a children's story, but do not talk down to your audience.  Have your animals talk, with correct use of quotation marks and punctuation.  Let's see those good old, "He bleated," and "She whinied."  Remember that with every speaker change, start a new paragraph.  As in the other assignments, there will be a two page minimum, no maximum.

Suggested reading:	"Animal Farm"  by George Orwell
			"Watership Down" by Richard Adams
			"Winnie the Pooh" by A. A. Milne


Assignment #9

A RADIO PLAY

When told to "be ourselves," we all may become a bit shy.  After all, do you really know, once and for all, what you really are?  But when we play a role, when we're not ourselves but someone else, Then we find ourselves really letting go.  That's the joy of a play, for the actors.

So today and let's write a play.  Let's put words into actors' mouths.  Here's the catch though.  All the characters must be cartoon figure's, like Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig, Elmer Fudd, Daffy Duck, Sylvester the Cat, Tweety Bird, Popeye, Olive Oyl, or super heroes of any stripe.

And here's the second catch.  This is going to be a radio play.  Everything must be gotten across by dialog and narration.  There are no visuals (remember this is -not- TV) though you may write in any sound effects you feel are necessary.

On the technical side, make your paper look like a real script.  As usual, a two page minimum, no maximum.  Here what a sample script looks like.

		Olive Oyl:
	Oh, save me!  Save me, Someone!

		Popeye:
	I'll save you Olive Oyl, I'll save you.  (The sound of a streetcar bell claining) if only I could get this streetcar off my back!

Suggested reading:	Any comic book


Assignment #10

DESCRIPTION...COMPARISONS

	"He looks like a big, gawky giraffe."  (Simile)
	"The moon is a small silver coin." (Metaphor)
	"The mouth of the cave swallowed him." (Personification)

What do all the above sentences have in common?  They all all comparisons.  You can comapre real things to other real things using any of the five senses.  Or you can compare something real with something else that is completely imaginary, or at least not visible at the moment, and the more unlike the two things are, the better.   A human can be compared with an animal ("He's as big as an elephant."), or a plant, ("He was red as a beet.") or an inanimate object, ("He was as quiet as a stone.").

Remember the names of the three different kinds of comparisons.  These three poetic comparison techniques that are frequently sprinkled in two prose.  Learn the techniques of comparing something you see, hear, smell, taste, or touch to something you only imagined.  Today you will write to as many different kinds of simile, metaphor and personification examples as you can think of.  Weave them into an introduction read two pages that presented one of your major characters.  Set the scene.  You get off of or out of a vehicle.  Describe what you see.  You enter a building (building can mean cave, hut, hovel, room, house, skyscraper).  Describe the interior.  You meet someone or something.  Be someone or something speaks or makes a noise.  Stop here if you like (with the usual "To be continued.") or continue with a regular story.

Suggested reading:	"The Big Sleep" by Raymond Chandler
			"The October Country" by Ray Bradbury


Assignment #11

DESCRIPTION...LISTS

Descriptions sometimes take the form of lists:  a list of the people in a room, a list of the furniture in that room, the list of clothing someone wears, in list of animals is seen in the zoo, etc.  Lists can be simple and have no special order, but they often give the reader a stronger effect if they are arranged in some sort of order.

" Morning was bad, noon was worse, evening was the worst."

This is the organization by climax, in which each item on the list is worse than last, or each item is better than last, or each item is bigger, smaller, colder, hotter, etc.  Here's another climatic series.  "Three, two, one, contact!"

Words, sentences, or paragraphs may be arranged in similar progressive patterns.  The first sentence quoted above ("Morning was bad...") is also arranged in chronological order, the earliest phrase over and over, changing only part of it each time, as in:

" The governments of the people, for the people, and by the people."
Or how about a chain of words, all of the scene grammatical type:
"Splashing, crashing, smashing, the water poured."
"The new cars were red, yellow, baby blue, and metallic green."

A list may be geographical, listing things from north to south, or you can list them as they might be seen by a movie camera turning slowly, tilting up or down, or moving forward or back.  " he gazed at her pouting lips, slightly flared nostrils and a finely shaped almond eyes."  Everybody makes lists, even you!  Today you write two pages of description filled with twists, using as many different ways of ordering the lists as you can.

Suggested reading:	"The Gettysburg Address" by Abraham Lincoln


Assignment #12

ACTION - VERBS

Let's move on to action.  When we talk about action, we must talk first about verbs.  Verbs tell us what's happening.  Without verbs there is no story.

Verbs are usually taken for granted.  Not all verbs are equally active.  I. A. Richards created a form a of our language which he called "Basic English," a form which got along quite comfortably with only 18 verbs.  Here they are:

(1) Be		(6) Will		(11) Put		(16) Send
(2) Have		(7) Come	(12) Keep 	(17) See
(3) Do		(8) Go		(13) Let		(18) Get
(4) Seem	(9) Give		(14) Make
(5) May		(10) Take	(15) Say

The first, "be," with its other forms "Were," "Was," "Am," "Are," "Been," etc. is the most-used verb in English.  "Be" is used so much that many writers try to avoid it because of the gray and commonplace flavor it gives.

The second, "Have," with the its other forms, is only a little less gray than the "Be" verbs.  "Do," "May," and "Will," have important grammatical functions.  We need "Seem" as an imaginary contrast with "Be."  These six verbs are the meat and potatoes of the language.

Sometimes you will want a gray, factual tone.  When you use the verbs listed above, that's what you'll get, a story that gray and factual.  Today write a sense of violence, drama, romance or sadness, using the above 18 verbs and -no others-.  It's OK to use past, present, or future tense.

When you're finished, read the scene (or story) out loud to yourself so you can hear the tone.

Suggested reading:	"The Old Man and the Sea" by Ernest Hemingway


Assignment #13

MORE ACTION:   WALKING

If 18 verbs gives your story such a definite tone, why not add 18 more and get some life into it?  Nope.  18 birds may be too few low, but storytelling styles demand some restraint.  If you plan to expand your verb list, in which direction should you expand it?  And

British comedian Peter Sellers once said, "To play a character, I need only know how he talks and how he walks."  Charlie Chaplin's "Walk" made him millions.  Today let's focus our attention on walking.  Look up "walk" in your thesaurus.  Look at the long list of synonyms that follow it.  See all the near synonyms in the categories that surround it?  Of course, if you wanted to stick with the 18 in your last assignment, you could just say "Come" and "Go".  But what different pictures develop when you use various synonyms for "Walk!"

"March" makes your character move forward resolutely, like a soldier.  "Pace" seems to show your character as nervous.  "Trudge" implies tiredness, perhaps depression.  "Strut" shows pride.  A baby "Toddles" and a fat person "Waddles."  Make out a "Walk Sheet" giving the 50 synonyms for the basic verb "Walk."  That as a writer it you will always be looking for ways to say more than one thing at the same time.  With these verbs you can show that a person is walking, and you can show what sort of person this is.  See how much more expressive and compressed this is than tacking on an adverb two a commoner verb, as in "He went quickly" or "She walked slowly."

Today show at least two people walking and have them talk together.  Show as much as you can about what sort of person each one is by the way he (or she or it) that walks and talks.

Suggested reading:	"Moominland Midwinter"  by Tove Jansson


Assignment #14

THE CASTLE

For some reason a popular setting for fiction has always been "The Castle."  Ancient Greek heroes laid a siege to the Castle, ancient romans through vast dinner parties in it, the Knights of the Round Table rode forth from it, Gothic ghosts, mad monks, and evil Dr. Franenstein made it their home, while the Hound of the Baskervilles howled in the background.  Fairy princesses and cannibalistic giants lived there, Kafka's impersonal bureaucrats live there, comic and British snobs had tea there, and countless detectives gathered suspects in the it's drawing room to say, " I suppose you were all wondering why I've invited you here."  King Tut lived in a castle.  Many modern "Gothic" romances tell of innocent young ladies trying to learn the awful secrets of castles.  Young lovers were united in death in "The Castle."  Southern Belles gave out their all defending a Dixie version of their castles.

Today write a story set in a castle.  On the technical side, try the third person viewpoint narration.  Even though your main character is called "he" or "she" instead of "I," please show only things your main character see use and tell only thoughts your protagonist things.  Stay inside the head of that one person.  Fine, specialized dialog takes place in castles.  Castles are a delight to describe.  As usual, a two page minimum, no maximum.

Suggested reading:	"The Masque of the Red Death" by Edgar Allen Poe


Assignment #15

THE EAVESDROPPER

Can you never forget the scene in "Treasure Island" where young Jim Hawkins, hidden in an apple barrel, overhears the pirates' plans of mutiny?  The theme of the eavesdropper has infinite possibilities.  

In such modern tales as "Sorry, Wrong Number" the eavesdropper appears again, alive and lively as ever, at the other end of the line.  Readers never tire of tables where a jealous husband overhears his wife and her lover, or a potential murder victim overhears a murderer, or a blackmailer overhears some scandalous secret, or a policeman overhears a confession tricked out of some crook, or a spy eavesdrops in on enemy generals, statesman or scientists.  If the opportunities for drama are ever used up, we still have all the comic situations where someone overhears, but misunderstands what they have heard.

Modern bugging devices, CB radio, computer readouts, telepathy, closed circuit television, etc. extend the repertoires of the eavesdropper beyond the wildest imaginations of our forefathers, making possible a grand and array of new variations.

Today the theme is "The Eavesdropper."  That the rest is up to you.  As always, there is a two page a minimum, no maximum, and remember, make that secret important.

Sugested reading:	"Treasure Island" by Robert Luis Stevenson
			"Sorry Wrong Number" by L. Fletcher


Assignment #16

MORE ACTION: VIOLENCE

Finally, an easy assignment.  Violence is all around us, everyone can write violence, right?  Wrong.  Movies and TV show violent action every day.  A fistfight or a car crash is easy for a visual medium.  That same fistfight or car crash is hard in a word medium.  Sitting in front of a blank piece of paper, there is no way in the world you can tell what was happening as fast as it happened.  Yet sooner or later some story will demand a scene of fast, violent action.  What will you do then?

Modern writers slowed down time to get in all the needed detail, so that one second of fighting or car crash time it might equal 1 minute of reading time.   Timing in fiction is misleading, it stretches out long in one part and squeezes down short in another.  In scenes of violence the stretching and squeezing is carried to extremes.

Tried this as an approach to violence.  Establish all your information in advance, in one long buildup, so that when the actual fighting or fleeing or chasing or crashing begins, the reader can visualize almost everything from what happened before.  We already know what the protagonist and antagonists look like, what the room looks like, how everyone is dressed, and how everything is lit.  All that's needed is the kind of blow, bang, sock, or crunch we see or feel.

But prose has the advantage over the film and TV Media when it comes to conveying the meaning of violent action.  With prose you can get inside a character's head.  You can tell not only what's happening, but how it feels physically and, more importantly, emotionally.  

Today show a scene of violent action:  a fight, a chase, a race, a contest to the death, etc.  Tell what's happening inside your character's head, so that your reader sees only what the character sees, feels only with the character feels.  And remember, tell why this violence matters, what's at stake, what's the cost of failure.

Suggested Reading:	"The Call of the Wild" by jack London
			"A Piece of Steak" from the "Best Short Stories of Jack London"


Assignment #17

EXPOSITION

Fiction can be divided into four categories:  dialog, description, action, and exposition.  Of these, only exposition remains to be examined.  As description can borrow techniques from poetry, so can exposition bar and techniques from nonfiction.  You may have heard of this formula for a good fact article that you tell who, what, where, when and how.

Exposition's main use infections to bridge gaps of time where nothing much is happening.  Exposition can also be used to fill in background information, to set the stage for future action, or to sum up what's happened.

What does exposition look like?  You are reading exposition this that very minute.  Note how matter of fact it is.  Note that it is not nearly as interesting as a dramatized scene, complete with dialog, action, and description.  But this dryness and factuality can be turned from a liability to an asset, if your aim is to get your reader to believe something unbelievable.

In today's assignment, think up a lie.  Tell it as straight faced as if it were the gospel truth.  Don't use dialog, and go easy on the description and action.  Don't give your reader enough information to confirm your story as a lie.  Stay on the borderline between fact and fiction.  Make your reader wonder if, by George, the story might be true.  TWELVE page minimum on this one!  Just kidding.  Two page minimum, as usual.

Suggested reading:	"The Balloon Hoax" from "The Science Fiction of Edgar Allen Poe"
			"The Amityville Horror" by Jay Anson


Assignment #18

PURPLE PROSE

In the exposition assignment you used a lean, bare style that used as few adjectives as possible.  But some writers use a very thick style heavy with adjectives and adverbs and are able to weave a rich and wonderful prose that sounds quite highbrow.  This style is called Purple Prose.  Here is an example from Clark Ashton Smith:

			The Death of Malygris

At the hour of interlunar midnight, when lamps burned rarely and far apart in Susran, and slow-moving autumn clouds had muffled the stars, King Gadiron send forth into the sleeping city twelve of his trustiest mutes.  Like shadows gliding thorugh oblivion, they vanished upon their various ways; and each of them, returning presently to the darkened palace, led with him a shrouded figure no less discreet and silent than himself.

Today, as a contrast to the last exposition assignment, lay on the adjectives and adverbs with a steam shovel.  Big words and high sounding phrases, too, will be fine.  The story can be set in any time or place.  Have your protagonist possess one very strong magical trait.  Have your reader see, hear, and feel (and maybe smell and taste) what your protagonist does.  Use long sentences and fill them up with rich, heavy vocabulary.  ONE page minimum on this one, but make it drip.

Suggested reading:	"The Death of Malygris" by Clark Ashton Smith


Assignment #19

ELVES STORY

The Irish say we should be kind to strangers; Elves like to go around disguised as just plain folks, testing us.  If we are kind to the Elf, not knowing the Elf's true identity, then good things will happen to us.  If we are mean, then heaven help us!

This is one of the most common forms of the disguised the identity plot, which always ends with the surprising revelation of the mystery persons real nature, identity, or name.  The most awful of these plots it is the one about a trip to a strange planet that ends, "And their real names were Adam and Eve."

Today write a story in which the identity of the protagonist or antagonist is kept a deep dark secret until the last line, or at least in the last paragraph, and have him (or her or it) turn out to be someone famous, like Napoleon, the Virgin Mary, Dracula, Tarzan, King Arthur, or superman, or someone supernatural, like a ghost or the Frankenstein monster.  Give a few clues as you go along though, so when you finally reveal the truth, your reader will feel like an utter fool.  The more foolish your reader feels, the better the story!  Two page minimum, no maximum.

Suggested reading:	"The Complete Fairy Tales of George Macdonald" by George Macdonald
			"Fairy Tales and Stories" by Hans Christian Andersen


Assignment #20

THE BEAUTIFUL IMPOSSIBILITY

One of the strongest effects in fiction is the Beautiful Impossibility.  We all know that it is not true that, as it says in the end of "The house at Pooh's Corner," that "in that enchanted place on top of the Forest, a little boy and his Bear will always be playing."  We all know that, in spite of what it says in Oscar Wilde's, "The Happy Prince," "statues don't go to Paradise."  When in Peter Pan we all shout "Yes, I believe in Fairies," to save the life of Tinker Bell, we know, deep down that there really aren't any Fairies.  When the in the Superman movie, Superman flies with Lois Lane over the glowing, jewel like Metropolis, we know nothing like this is really happening.

Right, as your last assignment in this course, write the story that is impossible, but make your reader believe in it so badly he feels like crying.  Show, for example, someone who is impossibly good (an adorabe, sweet, innocent, angelic child for instance) making an impossible sacrifice for someone else.  Or show something that is beautiful but fleeting (such as childhood) somehow lasting forever.  Don't be afraid to be corny.  On the technical side, used short, simple words and short simple sentences.  Be serious and make that reader shed a tear or two.  Two page minimum, no maximum.

Suggested reading:	"The House at Pooh's Corner"  by A. A. Milne
			"The Happy Prince" by Oscar Wilde
			"The Little Prince" by Antoine de Saint Exupery

